
NSW A Class State Titles 2013 
 
The NSW A Class Titles this year were hosted by Northern Mariners at Mt Penang Gardens on the 12th 
and 13th October. A good fleet of 14 boats arrived on the day. PRO Owen Jarvis got racing going in a light 
shifty wind using windward and return courses. Racing was very even and after 3 races the fleet was 
split into A and B fleets. Racing was still close with wins shared around with no one skipper shining 
through. Wins were shared between Brian Dill, Peter Morris, Selwyn Holland, Phil Page and Warren 
Norrie. Warren actually had the most wins with 3. After 10 races Brian Dill lead with 5 points from Peter 
Morris and Daniel Weizman was in 3rd. 
 
Most skippers attended the dinner held at Ettalong Beach Bowling Club on Saturday evening to discuss 
the racing and the likely effect of the predicted 25 knot winds for Sunday. 
 
Sunday dawned with a steady 10-15knot NW with a reduced entry of 12 and most boats on B sails. 
Sunday PRO Frank Russell again set a basically up down course, with a clearance mark this time at the 
leeward mark for safety. Racing was close with the top three skippers Brian Dill, Warren Norrie and 
Peter Morris sharing the wins. Daniel Weizman had problems with the stronger winds, while Phil Page 
had radio trouble and eventually retired early.  
 
Just before mid day the front came through and those who could go to C rigs and smaller did so. Some 
skippers retired unable to handle the 25 plus knot winds. Those with smaller rigs had some good close 
racing and some exciting downwind runs. There was one dismissed protest in the afternoon. By this 
stage Brian was well ahead and his Sword was handling the conditions the best. 
  
Yeoman Sands deserves mention as he sailed on between making repairs before finally succumbing late 
in the afternoon. Gary Bromley similarly missed several races due to breakdowns and repairs but vowed 
to “sail on until it breaks” but made it to the end. At the end there were only 5 boats racing from the 
original fleet of 14.  Thanks go to Marilyn Russell for the scoring and Funky Phil for manning the dinghy. 

Final Results: 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 
 

 


